What is vandalism
•

Vandalism is the fact of shading an object or a place in
purpose of damage it, there are differents types of vandalims:

•

Minor vandalism like:

•

Tags on the walls

•

Breaking or drawing on shelter for buses

•

Burning trash on the street

•

Damaging historical or religious monument

•

Dangerous vandalism:

•

Burning public places like stores, restaurants, commercial

Center

Causes and effects of vandalism

Causes: People want to
express their feels, or they
just want to go against the
law by doing something
forbidden

Effects: It destroy the city
school etc and it make it bad

Vandalism inside our
school: Here we can
see 2 different types
of vandalisms

•

1 st we have a “artistic vandalism” the student probably
wanted to do something pretty

•

2nde this drawing is probably there because the student
was bored

Pictures of vandalism outside
school:

• The burned radar is because certain
people are against road limitations
• A broke bus shelter
• Tags on a building wall

How can we stop
vandalism as a
community?
*We can have a big wall where students
framed by teachers can draw and express
their thoughts
*Creat an art class and do a project where
students can draw in some parts of the school
*Punish more severly those who are vandals ,
make them repaint or pay for what they have
degraded
As a single person:
*If we see people damaging things we can
report them or telling them to stop
*We can clean up

Recent acts of vandalism
in France
• The « gilets jaunes » protests turn out bad
and there was a lot of vandalism.
Monument were damaged,cars were
broked and more recently for the 1st
anniversary there was fires on « Place de
l’Italie » in Paris
• A couple of anti-Semite damaged letter
boxes by drawing Simone Veil faces and
swastika on her face. Simon Veil was a
Jewish women she was born on 1927 and
experienced the concentration camps on
the 2 nde Worl War

Black Blocs
•

The black blocs are a violent group of
people who share the same idea anarchy.
We can’t see their faces and we don’t know
who they are They come in protests to burn
or break trash, stores… They also fight with
police

•

There was a lot of black blocks during the
« Gilet Jaune » protests especially in Paris
and in other big Frenches cities

Juridical sanctions for
Vandalism

• Damaging someone’s property is
punishable by 30 000 € of contavention
and 2 years of prison
• If the damage are light it’s 1500€
• If it’s light and it’s tags it’s 3750€

